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~XSION  ON OBJECTIONS AND ORDER OF ELECTION

On March 5, 1993, a petition was filed with the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations (the Labor Board) and assigned the number M&15,350. This petition listed the
petitioner as Janice M. Price and reflected her signature with the title Co-president. The
petition specified that its basis was decertification  of the employee organization “Westport
Paraprofessionals, CSEA, Inc./SEIU, AFL-CIO, Local 760”. The petition also specified the
proposal to “Decertify current union; keep unit membership the same in an association”.

After preliminary administrative steps, the Labor Board’s agent followed the
recommendation of the investigating assistant agent and ordered that an election be held, and
it was held on June 11, 1993. The ballots were not counted and were impounded by the
Labor Board due to objections filed by the CSEA, Inc., Local 760, SEIU, AFL-CIO
(hereinafter referred to as the CSEA, Inc.) both before and after the election. The CSEA,
Inc. objected to the direction of election on the basis that “the petitioner, the Westport
Educational Association of Paraprofessionals is not a valid or qualified labor organization
within the meaning of COM.  Gen. Stat. 47-467a”.

On June 7, 1993, shortly before the election was held, a second petition, Case No.
ME-15586 was filed, which was substantially the same as the first petition. The petition
was also signed by Janice Price and included the statement that it was being filed “in the
event that it is determined that the Westport  Educational Association of Paraprofessionals
does not meet the Act’s $7-467a,  thus this petition is to insure that MERA’s  87-467a  has
been met”. The two petitions and objections were consolidated.

A hearing was held on the objections and consolidated petitions on July 28, 1993. At
that time all parties captioned above were present and had an opportunity to be heard,
introduce evidence and examine and cross-examine witnesses. The CSEA, Inc. and the
Westport  Educational Association of Paraprofessionals (hereinafter also referred to as
WEAP)  filed briefs, the last of which was received on September 3, 1993.

Based on the whole record before us, we make the following findings of fact,
conclusions of law, sustain the objections in part and order a new election.

GS OF FACT

1. The Westport  Board of Education is an employer within the meaning of the Act.

2. In 1970 the Westport  Paraprofessionals Association was certified by the Labor
Board as the collective bargaining representative of a bargaining unit consisting of all salaried
aides, excluding supervisory personnel, pursuant to an election agreed to by the parties and
conducted by the Labor Board. Thirty-five (35) votes were cast in that election.
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3. At some time thereafter, and perhaps even within 1970, the Civil Service
Employees Affiliates, Inc., a labor organization within the meaning of the Act, became
involved in the representation of this bargaining unit.’

4 . In 1973 Joseph Carosella, who was at that time a staff representative of Civil
Service Employees Affiliates, Inc. (hereinafter CSEA, Inc.) became involved in the collective
bargaining of the employees in the Westport  bargaining unit. The CSEA, with Carosella as
Chief Negotiator, represented the paraprofessionals in negotiations of a series of collective
bargaining agreements spanning the period from 1973 through 1993. During this period the
CSEA, Inc. was also involved in processing of grievances.

5. From 1973 until 1993, the dues deductions from employees paychecks have been
sent by the Board of Education to the CSEA, Inc. office, with the payee listed as: “Westport
Paraprof’s Asso  CSEA, Inc. “.

6 . The contract for the bargaining unit for the term 1984-1987 bears the heading
which specifies that it is the contract between the Board of Education and the Westport
Paraprofessionals Association, Civil Service Employees Affiliates, Inc. The signature page
contains two signatures under the heading “Westport Paraprofessional Association and Civil
Service Employees Affiliates, Inc. “, namely Carosella’s and then that of Florence Adams.
Adams’ signature bears beneath it the typed designation, “President, Westport
Paraprofessional Association” (Ex.  13).

7. In 1987 the CSEA, Inc. affiliated with the SEIU,  AFL-CIO.

8. A Memo of Agreement in 1987 contains on its signature page “For WESTPORT
PARAPROFESSIONALS, CSEA, XNC., SEIU,  AFL-CIO”, above which appear the
signatures of Carosella, “CSEA, Inc.” and Adams, “Pres. * (Ex.  14).

9. The contract for the term 1987-1990, as well as 1990-1993, bears a heading and
introduction referrkg to the “Wcstport Paraprofessionals, CSEA, Inc./SEIU,  AFL-CIO,
Local 760”. The signature page bears first the sub-caption “WESTPORT
PARAPROFESSIONALS, CSEA, Inc./SEIU, AFL-CIO, Local 760 and CIVIL SERVICE
EMPLOYEES AFFYILIATES,  INC., and then beneath it a place for another signature with
the sub-caption: “President, Westport  Paraprofessionals, CSEA, Inc./SEItJ, AFL-CIO,
Local 760”. (No  signatures appear under either heading on the copy of the 1987-1989
contract in evidence, but Carosella’s and Adams’ signatures do appear in the 1990-1993
copy.) (Ex.  15, 16)

10. The 1990-1993  contract contains a clause, Article V which involves dues
deductions and contains a “hold harmless” clause which reads in part as follows: “Westport

’ Them is no evidence concerning the initial nature of this role and the relationship  between Civil Service
Employees Affihka,  Enc. and the We&port  Paraprofessionals Association.
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Paraprofessionals, CSEA, Inc./SEIU, AFL-CIO, Local 760 and Civil Service  Employees
Affiliates, Inc. shall hold the Board harmless against any and all claims...which arise out of
or by actions taken against the Board as a result of enforcement or administration of this
article.. .The Civil Service Employees Affiliates, Inc., and the Association agree that they
will not contest the provisions of this paragraph and further agree that they are valid and
enforceable by the Board”.

11. For many years, until approximately January, 1991, Florence Adams remained
the president of an organization involving the Westport  paraprofessionals. She was
succeeded as president by Brad Belcher. When Belcher became president, Janice Price, a
paraprofessional, became a vice-president. Belcher was terminated shortly thereafter, and in
March, 1991 Price became co-president of an entity which she simply calls the
paraprofessionals.

12. In October, 1992, a meeting of the paraprofessionals working in Westport  was
called by Price and her “co-president” Sheila Latham. At this point in time, Price
considered herself co-president of the Westport  paraprofessionals. The meeting was called
for the purpose of choosing a negotiating team on behalf of the existing collective bargaining
representative.

13. About :20-30  of the 60 paraprofessionals were in attendance. Dissatisfaction with
the current collective bargaining representation was expressed by various individuals. Most
of those present wanted to be represented by their own association.

14. At the (October meeting, those present also decided on what at least some present
consider simply a new name for their existing organization. That name is Westport
Educational Association of Paraprofessionals, also known as WEAP.

15. At some point, 59 paraprofessionals signed written ballots concerning the issue of
their representation (with an “outcome” of 58-l),  but the record does not reflect the
substance of the qulestion  on which they voted.

16. Price currently considers herself a co-president of WEAP.

17. After October, 1992 and until June, 1992, a group of paraprofessionals met
about once a month; to review the 1990-1993 contract and to consider desired changes.

18. On the basis of the views and desires expressed at the October, 1992 meeting in
December, 1993, Price filed a petition in a prior case (Case No. ME-15,153). The petition
was withdrawn because it was untimely under established “contract bar” rules. Price
subsequently filed the instant petition in Case No. MB-15,350 in March, 1993.

19. Price considers that all paraprofessional employees of Westport  Board of
Education are members of WEAP.
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20. At no time has this group of employees voted on officers of what all or some of
them considered to be a “new” group.

21. There are no by-laws, constitution or dues for any “new” group or organization
called “Westport Educational Association of Paraprofessionals” (WEAP)  or for any
organization separate from the organization tied to the CSEA, Inc.

22. The Westport  Educational Association of Paraprofessionals was not an employee
organization within the meaning of 57-467a  as of the filing of the petitions or the time of the
election.

DISCUSSION

The basis of the CSEA’s objection in this case is that “The petitioner, the Westport
Educational Association of Paraprofessionals, is not a valid or qualified labor organization
within the meaning of COM.  Gen. Stat. $7-467a”.  The CSEA, Inc. focuses on the claims
that 1) the petitioner had no prior separate existence apart from the incumbent labor
organization which is tied to CSEA, Inc.; 2) that the petitioner is a group of employees
unhappy with their current representation but is so loosely structured that it does not
constitute either a real or de facto labor organization; and 3) thus, the petitioner was not a
labor organization in existence for six months prior to the petition, a statutory requirement.

Throughout its history, this Board has had a strong commitment to the right of
employees to their own choice of collective bargaining representative. It has done its utmost
to protect that right in settings where it was difficult to impose a rigid analysis on the
practical realities of the workplace. This case certainly presents that difficulty, as well as the
difficulty presented by very sparse evidence on certain matters. However, this case also
demonstrates that if we are to abide by the statutory provisions of $7-467a,  we cannot let our
ongoing commitment to employees’ freedom of choice cloud our analysis and mask the
record evidence. Here, the limited facts before us require us to conclude that, at the time of
the petitions and the election, the Westport  Educational Association of Paraprofessionals was
not a labor organizakion  within the meaning of the Act.

The most prominent feature of this case is that the name, nature and identity of the
various organizations have few clean divisions. In this regard, although the Westport
Paraprofessionals Association was certified as the representative in 1970, the CSEA became
tied to that entity shortly thereafttr, and continued that relationship for two decades. From
at least 1987, the bargaining representative has been the “Westport Paraprofessionals, CSEA,
IncJSEIU,  AFL-CIO” according to the terms of the contracts. There is sparse evidence
concerning the relationship between the CSEA, Inc. and the “Westport Paraprofessionals”.
While there are hinlts that a local Westport  association remained, there is far from suffkient
evidence to establish that prior to October, 1992, it retained an independent identity. In fact,
there is no evidence of any by-laws, constitution, meetings or dues involving a distinct entity
called the Westport  Paraprofessionals without the CSEA, Inc. as a component of its name
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and existence. Also, prior to October, 1992, Janice Price, who signed the petitions herein,
considered herself :a  co-president of the Westport  paraprofessionals. We have taken her
testimony in whole to indicate that she was president of the bargaining unit - i.e. the
employees, withoul: focusing on the precise identity of the organization.

We reach a similar conclusion with respect to WEAP for the period after October,
1992. Price now considers herself president of Westport  Educational Association of
Paraprofessionals (WEAP)  which she states is made up of everyone in the bargaining unit -
i.e. all the paraprofessionals. However, there was testimony that the acquisition of the name
“WEAP”  was merely a symbolic change of name from its predecessor, whichever
organization that may be argued to be. There remain the same co-presidents, of whatever
predecessor, now as before the October meeting. WEAP has no by-laws, no constitution, no
identifiable membership, no dues, no formal structure. We have no evidence that the
meetings held in the first half of 1993 were meetings of WEAP as an organization severed
from CSEA. (Although reference was made in testimony to a “signed” ballot vote of “58 to
1 to leave”, we do not know what question employees actually voted on).

Price’s empjhasis  on representing the bargaining unit employees without preoccupation
with the name of her organization is admirable in a practical and human sense. However,
given the attempt by the CSEA, Inc. to maintain as representative of the incumbent
organization with which it is tied, we are left with organizations without shape and with
overlapping identities. As of the time the March, 1993 petition in Case No. ME-15,350 was
flied,  and even as of the date of the election on June 11, 1993, there existed no distinct
organization which 1) could be identified as separate from the incumbent “Westport
Paraprofessionals, CSEA, Inc./SEIU,  AFL-CIO” or 2) whose boundaries and identity were
solid enough to constitute a labor organization rather than a concerned group of employees.

We find this case clearly distinguishable from Town of Cheshire, Decision No. 1049
(1972),  which we still consider good law. There, although that association lacked a formal
structure, it had a distinct identity as a labor organization, having a) been expressly chosen in
writing by the employees as their bargaining agent; b) been active as collective bargaining
agent for three years; c) been recognized by the Town; and d) been party to a contract which
was observed by the Town. None of these facts were shown for Westport  Educational
Association of Paraprofessionals. We believe there will be few other cases like this one, and
have no intention from departing from our general practice of reading the statute in light of
its purpose to preserve employee choice.

However, despite our conclusion on the limited facts before us, that the Westport
Educational Association of Paraprofessionals was not an employee organization as of either
the time of the petitions or the election, we do not dismiss the initial petition. Rather, we
consider that the petition in Case No. ME-15,350, which led to the ordered election was a
petition for decertXcation  filed by Price as an individual. In fact, no organization’s name
appears as a petitioner, merely Price’s name with the title “co-president”. In the past we
have treated similar petitions as being filed by an individual. See Ciiy  of Norwich, Decision
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No.  804-A  (1969).  However,  we order  a prompt,  new election  involving  only  the
organization  tied  to the  CSEA, Inc. i.e., the  Westport  Paraprofessionals,  CSEA, Inc./SEIU,
APL-CIO  Local  760. Employees  will  then  vote  as to whether  or  not  they  wish  to be
represented  by this  “CSEA, Inc.” related  organization. If a majority  of the  votes  cast  are
“No”,  the  “Westport  Paraprofessionals,  CSEA, Inc./SEIU, AFL-CIO, Local  760”  will  be
decertified  and then  employees  will  still  be free,  if they  so  desire  and have not  done  so
already,  to crystallize  the  form  of  the  Westport  Education  Association  of  Paraprofessionals
into  a labor  organization  by means  such as the  writing  of  by-laws or  constitution  (even  very
simple  ones),  the  election  of  officers  (where  it  is  clear  what they  are  officers  of)  and
establishment  of  a membership  (who  know  what they  are members  of). While  we will  be
unable  to conduct  another  election  for  a year following  the  one  we order  now, because  of the
one-year  election  bar mandated  by COM.  Gen.  Stat. 97-471(1)(c),  we find  nothing  in  that
election  bar to prevent an employer’s  voluntary  recognition  of  a valid  labor  organization
which  represents  a majority  of  employees.

In summary,  we state  our  conclusions  as follows,  in  a way we hope  is  clear  to all
employees:

1) There  is  not  enough  information  in  the record  of  the  hearing  before  us to prove
that the  Westport  Education  Association  of  Paraprofessionals  (WEAP)  met  the  legal
requirements  of  a “labor  organization”.

2)  Thus,  that name should  not  have been  on  the  ballot  on  June  11,  1993.

3) We  will  conduct  a new  election  promptly  to let  employees  determine  whether  or
not  they  want to be represented  by the  CSEA, Inc. - related  labor  organization  which  is
currently  party  to the  contract  - i.e. “Westport  Paraprofessionals,  CSEA, Inc./SEIU, AFL-
GIG,  Local  760”.

4)  The name of  Westport  Education  Association  of  Paraprofessionals  (WEAP)  will
not  be on  that ball&. If WEAP,  at some  point,  qualifies  itself  as a labor  organization,  it
must  wait  until  it  has been  a labor  organization  for  six  (6)  months  before  it  can  petition  us to
run  an election.  Also,  we cannot  conduct  another  election  for  twelve (12)  months  from  the
one we are now ordering.

As a final  note,  our administrative  staff  gives  employees,  employers  and unions  the
best information  it  can.  We,  the  Labor Board  members,  must  make  the  final  decisions
according  to how  we see  the  law  and facts  that are presented  at a hearing. We  realize  that
many  employees  have been  trying  conscientiously  to do the  right thing  to change  the
bargaining  representative  in  this  case. Although  we adhere  to the  policy  of  providing
employees  with  the  fullest,  allowable  freedom  of  choice,  we can  only  allow  choices  of
representative  according  to the  means  the  law  provides  to us.
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***

We instrucl:  the Agent to require the posting of this decision at places where the
Notice Of Election is posted.

RULING ON OBJECTIONS AND DIRECTION OF ELECTION

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut State Board of Labor
Relations by the Municipal Employee Relations Act, it is directed that:

I. The objections of the CSEA, Inc. are hereby sustained in part;

II. The prior election held on June 11, 1993 is in part, void;

III. As part of the determination by the Board to ascertain  the exclusive
representative for collective bargaining with the Municipal Employer, an election by secret
ballot be conducted under the supervision of the Agent of the Board within twenty (20) days
of the date of the issuance hereof among the employees within the following unit:

All employees in the unit consisting of all employees of the Westport  Board of
Education engaged in paraprofessional (aide) work in the public school system of the
Town of Westport  who are employed twenty (20) hours or more per week and who
are employed for a full school year. Excluded are all others as defined by the Act;

to determine whether or not they wish to be represented by Westport  Paraprofessionals,
CSEA, INC./SEI-U,  AFL-CIO, Local 760.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

s/Margaret  A. Lareau
Margaret A. Lareau,
Board Chairman

_ s/Ann McCormack
AM  McCormack,
Board Member

s/Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low,
Board Member
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Shipman  & Goodwin
Saxanne  Murray, E&q.
One American  Row
Hartford, CT 06103

Richard C. Leonard
76 Ludlow Rd.
Westport, CT 0688;O

Robert Krzys,  Esq.
2138 Silas Deane Highway
Roclq  Hill, CT 06067

Dr. Paul Kelleher,
Superintendent of Schools
Westport  Board of Education
110 Myrtle  Avenue,
Westport, CT 068880

Nancy Bonvini,  Personnel Dir.
Westport  Board of Education
110 Myrtle Avenue
Westport, CT 06880

Janice Price
169 Long Lots Road
westport, CT 06880

Joseph Carosella, E&c.  Dir.
CSEA, Inc.
760 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
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c-v  93 0153  12 71

CIVIL S:ERVICE  EMPLOYEES
: SUPERIOR COURT

II AFFILIATES, INC. : JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
: HARTFORD/NEW BRITAIN

V. : AT HARTFORD

STATE BOARD OF LABOR
RELATIONS ET AL : OCTOBER 18, I.994

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION

Plaintiff Civil Service Employees Affiliates,

Inc., Local 760, SEIU, AFL-CIO (hereinafter ItCSEA1'),

appeals a'decision of the state board of labor /

relations overruling objections filed by CSEA

concerning an election for representation of a

bargaining unit of employees of the Westport  Board of

Education. The'labor board acted in accordance with

General Statutes 5 7-471. Plaintiff CSEA appeals

pursuant: to General Statutes §§ 4-183 and 31-109(d).

The labor board has moved to dismiss the appeal. The

court finds the issues in favor of the defendants.

.:
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The bases of the labor board's motion to dismiss

are (1) that the labor board's decision to order an

election was not a final decision for purposes of 5 4-

183 and (2) that the decision to hold an election is

not an unfair labor practice under 5 31-109(d) of the

Connecticut Labor Relations Act: The motion implicates

the court's subject jurisdiction and the court must,

therefore, "fully resolve" the jurisdictional issues

before considering the merits of the plaintiff's

appeal. Castro v. Viera, 207 Conn. 420, 429 (1988).

The facts essential to the court's decision are

not in dispute and are fully reflected in the record.

On March 5, 1993., Janice Price, an employee of the

defendant Westport  Board of Education, filed a petition

with the labor'board requesting that the board order an

election to decertify the CSEA as the employee's

bargaining representative. The proposed election would

have permitted the employees to choose whether they

wanted to be represented by the CSEA, the Westport

Educational Association of Paraprofessionals, or

neither organization. The CSEA challenged the election

on the ground that WEAP was not a qualified labor

organization within the meaning of General Statutes 5

7-407 et seq., the Municipal Employee's Relations Act

(MERA).

On September 23, 1993, the labor board issued its
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decision on the CSEA's  objections to the petition for

election. The labor board concluded that despite "our

ongoing commitment to employee's freedom of choice . . .

the limited facts before us require us to conclude

that, ait  the time of the petitions and the election,

the Wes:tport  Educational Association of

Paraprofessionals was not a labor organization within

the meaning of the act."

On the basis of that finding, the defendant labor

board c80ncluded  that "the  petition . . . was a petition

for decertification  filed by Price as an individual."

Accordingly, the board ordered that another election be

conducted to determine only whether the employees of

the Westport  Board of Education wanted to continue

being represented by the plaintiff CSEA. On October

26, 1993, the CSEA filed an objection to that election

with the defendant board. The election was thereupon

duly conducted, resulting in a vote by the employees to

discontinue the CSEA as their bargaining

representative.

On December 29, 1993, the defendant labor board

' notified the parties that it was dismissing the CSEA's

objections to the election and that the CSEA was

decertified as a representative of the employees of the

Westport  Board of Education. It is those decisions ,that

are the subject of this appeal.

3
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Jurisdiction over the subject matter is, the power

of the court to hear and determine cases of the general

class to which the proceedings in question belong.

Castro v. Viera, 207 Conn. 420, 427, 541 A.2d 1216

(1988). In support of its motion to dismiss this

appeal, the defendant labor board argues that an order

for an election or of certification is not subject to

court review. The board cites Town of Windsor v:

Windsor Police Dent. Emolovee's  Assn., Inc., 154 Conn.

530, 227 A.2d 65 (1967), to support its contention that

a labor representation decision under the MERA is not

subject to appeal in the superior court. The board

contends, therefore, that, since the CSEA has not

alleged an unfair labor practice under General Statutes

§ 31-109(d), the court is without subject matter

jurisdiction to entertain this appeal.

In opposition, plaintiff CSEA argues that it is

not appealing from a certification or a representation

decision of the labor board. Rather, it argues, it is

appealing from the board's order directing an election

when thle decertification  petition filed with the board

did not comply with the board's own regulations

concerning such petitions. For that reason, the CSEA

contends that the Labor Board acted in excess of its

statutory authority.

General Statutes § 7-471 provides, in relevant
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part, as follows:

[WI  henever, in accordance with such
regulations as may be prescribed by the
board, a petition has been filed (A) by an
employee . . . alleging that a substantial
number of employees . . . (ii.1  assert that
the employee organization which has been
certified or is currently being recognized by
their municipal employer as the bargaining
representative is no longer the
representative of a majority of employees in
the unit; . . . the board shall refer the
petition to its agent who shall investigate
the petition and issue a direction of
election and conduct a secret ballot election
to determine whether and by which employee
organization the employees desire to be
represented....

In this case, as indicated, the board determined

that a qualified petition had been filed for an

election to determine whether the employees in question

desired to be represented by the plaintiff CSEA. "It is

the well established practice of this court to 'accord

great deference to the construction given a statute by

the agency charged with its enforcement."' Griffin

Hosuital v. Commission on Hosnitals  and Health Care,

200 Conn. 489, 497, 512 A.2d 199, appeal dismissed, 479

1023, 107 S. Ct. 781, 93 L. Ed. 2d 819 (1986 ) IU.S.

¶Yot

326,

ing Corev v. Avco-Lvcomino Division, 163 Corm.  309,

307 A.2d 155 (1972). In accordance with that rule,

the court will not disturb the conclusion of the board

that the'petition was sufficient under the board's

regulations to support the board's order for an

election; specifically, the election that was held on
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the question of the CSEA's continuing representation of

the emiployees  of the bargaining unit.

The question remains whether the plaintiff may

appeal the decertification  order that the board issued

following the election. That question has been

explicitly answered by our Supreme Court in Town of

Windsor v. Windsor Police Dept. Emolovee's  Assn., Inc.,

supra, 154 corm. 535. That decision precludes any

direct appeal of a certification decision by the labor

board. "Our  conclusion [is] that the General Assembly

neither intended to nor did provide for a direct appeal

from a decision of the board determining an appropriate

bargaining unit and directing an election within that

unit . . .I1 Id., 536.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the court

concludes that the defendant board's decision to hold

the election and decertify the plaintiff union is not

appeala.ble  to this court under General Statutes §§ 4-

183 and 31-109(d).

The appeal is dismissed.
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